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Encryption used everywhere?

-Phone

siter Jessentially any
net com today

- NIST publishes standards for encryption
↳ widely used, read often for selling to gorts
-> Not only standards org (IETF also, I50,....)

- NIST Ciphers Blacksize

3
- DES (1975) ! n =64X

- 3DES n =64

-As (1998) 194c92',2"2"*3n =1283
W.B, DES Key size is far too small.

in U.S. SECRET:AES-128/192/256 Albie& TOP SECRET:AES- 192/256 3
Are PRPs, butsome common primitives (e.g. Chacha20(
are not

-While you will never need to implement these
primitives yourself, worthwhile to understand design.

- Hash functions are coming up, butnot today...



Recap: AEs -GCM (Authenticated encryption)
CPA-secure encryptio3- Authenticated encryption
secure MAL

=>CCAsecurity
Encrypt then MAC.

Uses AES as PR):7:92:50,13" - 49,13" (n =128)

m = m mz...- mn

⑰ ⑪

f(k,IV+1) -(,+n +1)

Y
-is-- tagCiphertext >

GMAC

E Ca
.... (n I·

~ -F(k,"3500 ...

tas FIR, IV)G," 3 I
Isee myude sensityhas

-> Single pass over the message
-> Careful use of PRE lets use same key for and & MAC

ad
Not safe ingeneral



Other notes on AES-GCM

-CPUs have HW support for Ats (GBs per second)
(AES -NIS 8.5 cycles/byte
↳> Essentially" for free"today.

- As we discussed, ACS is PRP but used never
as a PRE.

&Why is thatsafe?! PRP*PRS

"Pic) Switching Lamma"(See Borch-Shoup)

Let 4:52 x1,13- 10,17" be a PRI

Then for any PRD ade 97PRD, 5PRS adr past

19-97pnel
Intuition:

·

*Collisions in outputs is only diff P/W PRS & PRP.

Uy radonexpectto see collisions

~Aster that, car distinguish
↳ See "Sweet32 Hack"768 GB traffic on 3DES (64-bitblock)



Properties that AES-4Cm Goesit provide
- Nonce-reuse protection
↳ Some modes of operation do lab some cost)
Reusing nonce reveals equality & nothing more

- Commitment FineMi
↳ Can find (K,K2, ECt
Si, We in

Peck"Msee 3 control Y bits ofeach mag

?
8
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WhatsApp
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d ->I
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Why MAC-then-encryptis bad:

*Some enc schemes (CBC model require plaintext
be multiple of block size, e.g. 16 bytes

↳ convenient to sometime necessary

* Pad msg with nindicating"truncate not bytes"
MAL pad
--

M56 tag 3333

⑪

pseudorandom bytes from AES(K,.)

- ↓ encrypt
ct=

⑰

3/3/3/3
⑰

4(4/4/4/4
-

evil at

↓) decrept

msg Ita 14(*)4/4/4) Padding
Ok?

ifso,
If adv can learn whether padding is valit,

(2) MAC

Do valid?learns one byte of 15g -> Timing, ever mag,etc.



Three constructions

AES - substitution permutation
DES - Feistel network

Chacha28 - "Even-Mansour"(?) PRI

Some of crypto is based on "nice"assumptions
I↳ "Win win. E.g., factoring

↳ Nice things cost too much

PRS/PRO design is messier in some ways:

~Design to resist best known attacks

*Try to get others to break (NIS competitions)
↳Patch when broken

->Surprise:No serious break of3DES (beyond obvious ones)

Difficult part (in some sense) isn'tsecurity, it'sgetting
security with good performance on all hyw.

(example of 3rd grade



Warning
Do Notattempt to build or implement a block cipher for mode
ofoperation yourself!)
↳ timing & cache attacks,... cryptanalysis, etc.
retakes many years ofeffort to gain confidence in design



Design ofAES (PRP/block cipher)
AES is an "Iterated EvenMansour cipher"
Uses invertible 4:50,178- [0,130

>Very simple-substitution, linear ops, etc.

(subbytess, Shiftriws, mixcolumns)

Derived from key using
invertible linear Sr.
->

↓ ->
ke Ky kq K,8

X -e4c> i - ... >**y
*Slightly diff

-S
to make enc

AES 128 has "10 rounds & des more

256 14 rounds Similar for Al

Security justification
*After two decades of cryptanalysis, no greatattacks

*Ifwe model is as a random perm
-> Prove security.



Stretch
Break



DES cipher (PRP/block cipher
*Hlorst feistel (miT ugrad) -> goit -> IBM

*Lucifer - precursor to DES, was festel net

*Alsohow you get PRA=>PRP

Invertible?
Xo 20

-

Yi - 1

=Xi

Y S,k,) 2
x

: - 1
=y,0f(xi)

-

W w

X, 3, Luby & Rackoff
showed that is

2

S(k,) is a

⑪s [In,)
- secure PRE

=>Feistel
is

W W a secure PRP

Xz
32 [Not obvious]

-

" -
↳

X In practice (e.g. DES) Sn 5 is NOT a PRA

->ButLR analysis gives some justification for design.
*In 5 used in DES shares many features w/AES
round for (substitution, permutation)



ChaCha28 (PRS)

-Essentially a PRF (used as "stream cipher")
S12

key =256 bits 5:90,13" x10,1340 -> 78,13
-

key

consts input
* key M * The permutation is performsnee
* siz bits 15 rounds of simple bit

operations on 4x4matrix

of 32-bitwords (add,rot, xor).

i
*Design rationale

*Used in CTR mode for CPA-

I
secure encryption.

- 32-bit adds
I

v

output



3DES

- DES 36-bitkeytoo short.

-EFf DES Cracker:1990:$2sok ofcompute
↳Now $20, takes a few days

3DES((k,,k,ks),m) =

=DEs(ks,DEs"(_ES(k,,n)) (

Eclever hack:k,=k2=ky -> bDE5 =DES]

*Keyler is 168 bits

* MITM takes mytime.



umedea:2DES

- "Meet-in-the-mittle"attack.
↳ shows up all one the place.

2DES( (K.,K.), m) ==DES(I,DES(k,m)).

-key is 56x2=112 bits

- Problem:Meet in the middle attach

Say attacker gets (mo,co) st. c; DES/k2, DES(k",mi))
(m,,2a)

-oso-- ~Des",

ki
DESY I 128 - k

s
)

k2
2 possible

- values aut

2x64) - bit L

blocks.

! L

By birthday paradox, expectto find a collision

after- 20time. Space =204
can reduce?

=>Keylen is only effectively 56 bits
...
no improvement.



Wasone break a PRS/PRP? Luh"
Linear cryptanalysis.

I [P, *4,8P, ec,8(,
=k,0(shi), +

a)

Matsui (1993) found linear relation likethis with E=2:
2'

Attack:- Find 2 - 24 (pt,ct) pairs-

- Compute noisy guesses of key bits using (*)
- After 92 pets, will getcorrect by bits whp.
↳ Reveals & 15 Key bits. Brute force the rest.

42
=>small bias causes serious break 2"*2


